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Abstract 

Present computational models need to be revamped in order to meet the spike of context-aware 

content consumed as a service by urban inhabitants. The futuristic internet applications are embedded 
with AI, ML or VR/AR (virtual/augmented reality). These applications demand high reliability along with 

low latency for content delivery (AR, VR, MR) in real time provided by cloud service providers (CSP) with 
infinite resources in collaboration with content delivery networks (CDN)  in various availability zones. 
CSP and CDN providers fall short in the existing hardware that works on 4G and LTE-powered networks 

supported by ICT and Telecom providers that are yet to roll out 5G in later phases.  

The emergence of new Internet of Things (IoT) applications across various verticals in implementation of 

digital cities brings us the context of Edge Computing in Urban populated areas. By placing part of cloud 
resources at the edge of the network, near the data sources and applications has created a new model 

known as Urban Edge Computing. This computing model has emerged as an extension to the cloud to 
support low latency and high-performance applications. The goal of Urban Edge Computing is to provide 
abstraction in a local setting of an urban area like any public, private or hybrid cloud computing. Like 

cloud, Urban Edge Computing must also solve a few challenges to achieve general acceptance. One such 
challenge is to set-up and continuously configure Edge Computing applications in an urban area where 

management overhead is required.  

Presently, this problem has been addressed using a new paradigm called serverless technology in the 

cloud space. The concept of Serverless Computing at the edge is still in its infancy.  In this article, we 
analyze function execution times in cloudlets, edge and micro datacenter. We also explore integration 
support and scalability cost constraints associated with serverless services provided by various vendors: 

Google Cloud Functions, AWS Lambda@Edge, AWS Greengrass, edjx.io and Azure Functions. We present 
implications of serverless computing on software pipelines in startup companies who are looking to run 

services in edge computing platforms in urban environment. We identify issues and research directions 

in this area of interest. 
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Introduction to Content Delivery Networks and Platforms 

Content Delivery Networks (CDN) vendors pioneered the business models that act as an intermediary 

channel to deliver digital content services for web, mobile and legacy apps on the internet. For instance, 

online subscription models for pure-play online company survival and success depend on the quality of 

services provided by their CDN channel partner and contracting cost that deliver subscribed services to 

end-user devices. 

Online gaming, social media and entertainment companies 

such as Netflix and Google (YouTube) provide their content 

across the heterogeneous devices used by theglobal urban 

population. Explosive growth in mobile user demands on 

digital content delivery – especially online video, pictures, 

and multimedia text and graphics – places a strain on 

network operator’s capacity. A real-time use case which has 

forced every single telco service provider globally to build a 

CDN is the trending demand from many parts of the world 

to release blockbuster films or web-series. These could be 

more effectively streamed from servers close to requestors 

than struggling to scale from one point. 

                                           

 

Netflix for instance uses more than one technology, using Open Connect Appliances (OCA’s), fast 

compute and storage servers mostly assembled from lots of hard disks and flash drives to store videos. 

As far as hardware is concerned, there is nothing special in OCA. They are based on commodity PC 

components and assembled in custom cases by various suppliers, including Dell EMC. 
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Two new technologies – Serverless and Edge Computing – drove CDN vendors, Cloud Service Providers 

(CSP) and Software Defined Data Center solution providers like HP, Nutanix and Dell Technologies to not 

only venture and supply compute, network and storage hardware, but also cater software that is 

embedded in edge compute sensing solutions that are considered the next wave of popular disruptive 

forces. These disruptions continuously fortify demand for a pure “pay-per-use” model backed by a 

highly scalable platform for smart applications on the virtual infrastructure. 

In this article, we elaborate on six popular CDN platforms that allow developing serverless functions on 

their edge nodes. We also shed light on the most widely used patterns in serverless applications design 

from a practitioner point of view. In addition, all these patterns have been further classified into five 

categories 1) orchestration and aggregation, 2) event management, 3) availability, 4) communication, 

and 5) authorization. We also propose the reasons why the software community developing edge 

computing solutions had been hesitant to promote Serverless. Because its inception was with CSP 

providers FaaS (Function as a Service) services with inherent nature of cloud-driven design of the current 

serverless platforms in combination with distinctive characteristics of the edge landscape and IoT 

applications. 

Finally, we use a real-world dataset in an open-source cloud environment based on experimental 

implementation of Knative showcasing that a serverless approach to manage IoT traffic is feasible. It 

concludes that a serverless approach uses less resources than a serverful approach. The prefetching 

mechanism can mitigate the cold start delay penalty suffered by serverless solutions, if we can analyze, 

anticipate and act on the traffic prediction using historical data as reference anchoring point. 

Even before the global pandemic left its mark on global digital markets, the traditional CDN industry 

were on a pace of linear growth. Furthermore, COVID-19 sent tremors on the current CDN network 

providers to enhance their overlay network edge nodes to cater to accelerated demand for content 

delivery and venture into low latency edge-computing AR/VR sensing solutions.  

With extended lockdowns, government agencies across most nations have enforced and encouraged 

urban populated areas to stay home and that schools provide children at-home digital content for e-

learning. This has spiked the use of CDN for digital 

applications. Nielsen agency reported below:  

Akamai has been at least a decade ahead in CDN 

business compared to most of its competitors. In 
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terms of revenue it is significantly ahead with respect to other CDN vendors. Most of its present revenue 

comes from its large-scale enterprise partners. While Cloudflare and AWS CloudFront have the most 

customers by count this value doesn’t tell the whole story. 

 

Almost half of the Fortune Global 500 companies use 

Akamai. In October 2019, it set a CDN traffic record with 106 

Tbps during the rollout of a Fortnite Chapter 2 update. 

Moreover, Akamai has the most enterprise level mid-market customers amongst Cloudflare, AWS, and 

Akamai. Traditionally, mid-market companies and enterprises spend almost $1,000 a month on CDN 

products. Note that less than 700 companies spend greater than $100,000 monthly on a CDN. 

Mostly companies use multiple vendors for CDN requirements. However, AWS in USA and AlibabaCloud 

in China have been traditional leaders in cloud-CDN offerings. Furthermore, their approach with CDNs 

differs from other vendors in the market. Both offer affordable CDN infrastructure as part of their 

higher-yield services for next generation startup companies. Almost one-third of AWS customers are 

also Amazon CloudFront customers. In contrast, Azure CDN customer are fewer than 10% of Microsoft 

Azure customers. 

Placing part of certain resources (e.g. compute, storage, logic) closer to the edge of the network enables 

faster and more context-dependent data analysis and storage solutions benefiting low-latency, real-time 

video surveillance and sensing solutions addressed through Edge Computing. (commonly termed 

Cloudlet for CSP vendors or MDC (Micro Data Center) for Telco or Smart City providers); 

Edge Computing can be broken down as a set of nodes, 

each supporting different compute, storage, and network 

requirements. In today’s market there are different flavors 

of Edge Computing networks alike the services provided 

by cloud vendors. For instance, on one-hand, a single 

organization looks after Private Edge Computing which 

consists of a private network of Edge Computing nodes. 

On the other hand, customers can deploy their services on 

top of a managed infrastructure known as Public Edge 

Computing, and we have a combination of the earlier two 

types known as Hybrid Edge Computing. We classified the 

Edge Computing requirements based on below four 

categories with respective to infrastructural solution.  

https://www.akamai.com/uk/en/about/facts-figures.jsp
https://www.zdnet.com/article/last-weeks-fortnite-update-helped-akamai-set-a-new-cdn-traffic-record/
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Based on the generic edge computing application concepts of offloading data or making use of 

computation resources at the edge where industry experts have encouraged data-centric perspective on 

how data is transformed and processed.  

We came up with the following four components used inside most latency-sensitive mission critical 

applications. Practitioners use all or a few components amongst them: (1) data consolidation (2) filtering 

& pre-processing (3) data storage & retrieval and (4) computation offloading. While the earlier two 

describe how data is transformed and are concerned on the flow of data, the last two indicate what 

happens with the data. Advancement in Telco clouds have further increased the computing nature for 

CSP, CDN and ISP providers for smart application usage. 

We summarize the comprehensive list of the prominent use cases defined from Systematic Literature 

Review (SLR) where applications have benefited from edge computing. 

For this, we use the following semantics: 
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Edge Computing is vital to ensure the requirements are met, and these cannot be fulfilled by cloud itself. 

In addition, processing at end-user devices cannot ensure the expected quality of experience. Edge 

Computing improves the quality of the service and/or its experience for the users. The advantages of 

Edge Computing usage depend on the context in which the application operates. Edge Computing brings 

no real-world advantage, and the attribute is irrelevant for the application. For instance, this might not 

be critical in applications where computation or actuation takes far longer than the communication. 

Even so, Edge Computing might improve latency in absolute numbers. The last four columns of the table 

indicate which of the defined components are used in the use cases. 
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As per our knowledge and experience, CDN solution providers are targeting AR/VR applications along 

with the Gaming and Video streaming industry. Emergence of serverless solutions by Content Delivery 

Network platforms take advantage of emerging markets to offer a pay-per use model.  

They mathematically calculated the CapEx vs OpEx expenditure to not only check the potential benefits 

of providing serverless support in their nodes by offering caching of the web content on their nodes, but 

also, to take advantage of computational capabilities in their present infrastructure nodes using the 

serverless technology. We would discuss the contrast of six CDN platforms that presently offer 

developing serverless functions on their edge nodes (Table). Presently, CloudFront, Edjx and Nuclio are 

the only platforms that support AI on the edge. 
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Presently, various solutions have been proposed on the market for IoT Serverless on the edge.  

Moreover, serverless is not yet mature. On the one hand, existing Edge providers are extending Existing 

edge platforms these can deploy functions written in constrained set of languages. While new platforms 

enable developers to use different languages. In-contrast the traditional CDN platforms restrict 

developers to write Javascript code on their edge node.  

An interesting premise that came out of this industry research is that several CDN providers offer edge 

support to enhance the performance of web systems. They are exploring the possibility to deploy code 

as serverless functions that would enable dynamic web pages to be composed on the edge running a 

part of the business logic for AR/VR content delivery solutions in the gaming industry. 
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Patterns for Serverless used by IoT vendors and CDN Solution providers 

 

 

The figure above lists opportunities and open issues for serverless edge computing. Industry 

practitioners are developing next-level augmented reality (AR)- and virtual reality (VR)-related gaming 

solutions that aim to solve open issues such as cold-starts and vendor lock-in. In particular, focus has 

been given to resolve issues pertaining to Edge AI solutions that overlap between CDN and Cloud 

Providers. 

Early adoption of 5G networks in South Korea and their impact on mobile VR experience is a prime 

example of where ultra-low latency is an absolute requirement for gaming production studios. 
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Edge Solution Offerings 

Edge computing is so complex that one needs to choose the right edge from multiple edge solution 

offerings. The categories of multiple edges are shown below:  

1) Device Edge 

2) 5G Edge 

3) CDN Edge 

4) The Cloud 

We are sticking to CDN edge in this article where there are certain serverless patterns used to cater 

evolving needs in the smart application service-based industry. CDN Edge is the only edge solution that 

offers more compute capability than the 5G Edge/MEC (Mobile Edge Computing) and supports high 

bandwidth practically. However, CDN Edge increases the latency ranging from >=10ms as of now. 

Presently gaming companies and VR/AR production houses are moving their applications and workloads 

from the Cloud to the CDN Edge for the cost benefit offered from pay-per use model that not only offers 

lower latency but also brings a better experience to their customers. Click here to learn more about the 

CDN Edge offered by Verizon Media Platform that has more than 5,000 last mile networks, providing 

global scale, performance, and speed. The Verizon network presently offers 100+ Tbps of egress 

capacity altogether. 

https://www.verizondigitalmedia.com/media-platform/#delivery
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Serverless Design Solutions 

 

For our work on serverless and CDN Edge, we chose and referred to GL (Gray Literature) which refers to 

many forms of organizational reports – most are publicly available including blogs and online articles 

from industry and governments. We identified 32 patterns for serverless design solutions from the Gray 

Literature and consolidated into these five categories: 

1) orchestration and aggregation 

2) event management  

3) availability 

4) communication 

5) authorization 

Orchestration and Aggregation: Practitioners face a conundrum in server vs. serverless orchestrating 

execution requirements while resolving complex functions or microservices in multiple edges of core, 

edge and cloud.  The developers utilize the below pattern to compose serverless functions mostly 

known as aggregators; They are mostly known as 

“Durable functions”. (Aggregator Pattern) Problem: 

Several APIs are exposed in a single endpoint. 

Solution: Aggregating the results and exposing them as 

a singular endpoint when a function calls APIs before sharing to end-result to client. Mostly an API 

Gateway is used in these scenarios before the desired function.  
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Data Lake  

Problem: Evolving hassles to process large scale real-time data and performing transformations on 

assigned data is difficult to resolve.  

Solution: Physical storage of raw data where data is processed and deleted is known as data lake. The 

least likelihood of organizing metadata in sensible manner with naming convention to keep order with 

changing times. 

Benefits: The data can be transformed anytime, independent from the needs of the present moment; 

In-addition, the data remains identical every time. 

 

 

Fan-In/Fan-Out 

In Gray Literature this scenario is known as “Virtual Actors”, “Data transformation”, “Processor”, “Fire 

triggers and transformations”. 

Problem: Like Function Chain, usually long tasks exceed the maximum execution time to enable an 

execution 

Solution: The simultaneous execution of functions leads to faster results; the aggregated results in the 

end are the result of the divided work processes in executed in parallel. 

 

Issues: Chained functions are cohesively joined. Splitting the tasks 

between functions can be complex in a function chain. 

Function chain 

Problem: Executing long tasks that exceed the maximum execution time are enabled through Function 

Chain. For instance, running lambda longer than 15 minutes. 

Solution: The initial running functions are terminated without affecting the next function in the chain by 

passing each parameter asynchronously to those functions that are needed to continue the computation 

without breaching the maximum execution time. A chain of functions is combined, while keeping track 

of the remaining execution time. When the computation of initial function is kickstarted.  

 

Issues: Splitting the tasks between functions would increase complexity when there is drastic increase in 

number of functions is found when there is heavy coupling between chained functions.  

Proxy:  In GL literature, this pattern is known as “Command pattern”, “Anti-Corruption Layer”; 
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Problem: Legacy system is supposed to be integrated with functions written in various languages.  

 

Solution: A proxy for another service is created through a function that acts as a translator for the 

requested data format those are necessary for any requested protocol. 

Benefit: Simple to access API for clients.  

 

Queue-Based Load Leveling 

This pattern is popularly known as “The Scalable Webhook”, “The Throttler” in GL Literature.  

Problem: With non-scalable back-ends, we are trying to build scalable webhooks. With custom callbacks 

the Webhooks usually augment the web application or alter the behavior of a web page.  

 

Solution: Under heavy load, when Queue services are used to 

trigger a function. The frugal consumer enables requests to be 

queued.  

The Frugal Consumer  

Problem: Non-scalable backends are supposed to increase scalability. 

 

Solution: Post the messages directly to a message queue. Helpful 

when a function is supposed to process requests of multiple 

services. 

The Internal API  

Problem: Cloud infrastructure services that are used within the boundary of certain CSP vendor are 

typically built on microservices framework for access control. 

Solution: Invoking the functions through HTTP using certain Invocation Type.  

Benefits: They s are not accessible from outside the boundary; Leveling up the security as service. 

The Robust API  
In GL literature it is commonly known as “The Gateway 

Problem: The services that provide accesses in the backend are known to the client in few scenarios.  

Solution: The mediation is done through API Gateway for selected services that are accessible for clients 

through required policy and grants. 

Benefits: Individual clients and can be handled effectively. 
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Issues: Complexity increases if not done appropriately. 

The Router 

Widely called “Routing Function”, “Decoupled Messaging”, “Data probing”  

Problem: Avoiding additional cost payments that occur in orchestration systems that are implemented 

in the state machine pattern. The executions are distributed mostly based on payload. 

Solution: Based on the incoming request payload the related functions are invoked. Usually, a function 

that acts as a router is created. 

 

 

 

Benefit: Simplifies implementation. 

Issues: The routing function needs to wait until the target function terminates the execution which 

brings in the double billing issue. Moreover, performance bottlenecks and single point of failure are 

introduced through implementation of routing functions. 

Thick Client 

Problem: Increase in costs and latency with the introduction of intermediary layer between client and 

service. 

Solution: Services and orchestrated workflows are handily accessed by clients.  

Benefits: Improvemes separation of concerns, better performance and economical cost at server level. 

The State Machine 

Problem: To achieve the desired state, the functions must coordinate and orchestrate amongst 

themselves. 

Solution:  AWS Step Functions, Azure Durable Function, AWS s3, or IBM Composer complex tasks are 

performed through orchestration. These serverless orchestration are being adopted widely.  

 

 

 

Issue:  Development time and effort grow tremendously with increased complexity in the system. 

Event-Management 

Classified patterns falling under the managing events category; it mostly caters to resolve 

communication problems. 
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Responsibility Segregation  

Problem: Increased use of the same functions for queries and data updates can result in rigidity. 

Solution: The preferred approach is to segregate functions at data sources where they are read and 

updated distinctly. To avoid this congestion, one must use ”Commands and Queries” through an 

appropriate function. 

 

 

 

Distributed Trigger  
Commonly known as “EventBroadcast” in serverless platforms. 

Problem: Only with its own service, a message queue topic is coupled as shown below. 

 

 

 

Solution: The above setup works well with micro services where the data confined to the boundary of 

required microservices and the topics are used for single purpose. 

Issues: The individual services are responsible for the subscriptions of the queue or topic. 

FIFO 

Problem: FIFO approach (first in, first out) does not solve issues all the time. We have to create FIFO 

Queue for desired end state in serverless functions 

Solution: To periodically invoke the function asynchronously, one has to use AWS Cloudwatch and set 

concurrency to 1. This disables competing requests to run in parallel. For instance, <= 10 messages are 

polled through the functions before processing is done. The function removes the messages from the 

queue when processing is complete, and later invokes itself again (asynchronously). The process repeats 

itself until all the items have been removed from the queue. 

Benefits: Sequencing is simplified.  

Issues: The retry will continue to cascade If the self-invocation is blocked. The cronjob will fail because 

of the concurrency settings while the function is engaged in processing messages. 

The Internal Hand-off  

Problem: Processing asynchronous event while using invocation Type (Event)   

Solution: When enabling Dead Letter Queue to capture failures, one is required to use a message 

queue. 
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Periodic Invoker 

Problem: Tasks are executed in a certain manner within a stipulated period. 

Solution: AWS Cloud Watch, Google Cloud Scheduler, or Azure Scheduler are used to subscribe to a 

function that has been scheduled. 

Benefits: Without the need to keep them alive all the time, one can run functions periodically.  

 

Polling Event Processor  

Known in GL (Gray Literature) as “Polling consumer”. 

Problem: External systems that do not publish events when there has been change in state. 

 

 

Solution: To check the state of the service, one needs to use the Periodic Invoker pattern. 

Benefits: Without Listener being enabled to keep a function alive permanently, functions must be run 

periodically. 

Availability Patterns 

To solve availability problems such as reducing possible failures during the warm-up time, the patterns 

below are used. 

Bulkhead  

Problem: The complete system risks being compromised when crucial functions catering heavy load 

fails. 

Solution: Based on workloads, various pools will be created, forcing practitioners to partition workloads 

into different pools. 

 

 

 

Benefits: To reduce failure risks caused by cascading chain reaction, one needs to isolate failure in 

processes. 
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Circuit breaker 

Problem: All low performing API calls are monitored and failed API’s are tracked.  

Solution: Based on certain threshold  being breached ”open” the circuit sends errors back to the calling 

client instantly without even trying to call the API.  After a brief timeout, the system will “half open” the 

circuit and send a few requests to check if the API is responding correctly. If the sample requests are 

successful, the system moves to “close” the circuit and lets all the traffic pass through it. However, if any 

of the requests receive an error again, “open” circuit come into the picture. 

 

 

 

Benefits: This pattern has been found useful to cater cost benefits for synchronous requests,. 

Compiled Functions 

Problem: If the desired computing invocation time had not been so heavyweight requiring in-memory 

footprint, Serverless cloud computing would have been a perfect fit for IoT solutions giving the 

practitioner a choice of choosing amongst the multiple edges. 

Solution: To make Edge technology viable in the cloud, various Serverless languages have been 

introduced to reduce the invocation time and memory footprint. 

Function warmer  
Commonly referred as” Function Pinging”, “Warmer service”, “Cold Start”, “Keeping Functions Warm”, 

“keep-alive” in the Gray Literature.  

Problem: After a function is invoked, there is a delay found before the function starts to be executed. 

Referred as cold start time, It usually takes between 1 and 3 seconds across various vendors. The 

functions are executed in containers that encapsulate and execute the desired code in serverless 

environments. Once a new function is invoked, after the execution of the function they code is 

considered warm. The request would be served instantaneously if the container continues running only 

for a certain time period. However, before the shutdown if another request comes in, recycle idle 

function instances are introduced in AWS  and Azure after a fixed period of 10 and 20 minutes 

respectively.   

Solution: To keep the function warm, one needs to ping the function periodically.  

Benefit: Response times can be decreased from 3 seconds to 200 milliseconds using the above method. 

Issues: Even if we limit ourselves to make only one call every 10-15 minutes, we have noticed there has 

been steep increase in cost while applying this pattern. 

Oversized Function 

Problem: Presently it is not possible to choose functions to run on desired CPU’s.  
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Solution: Even if extra memory is not the desired requirement, desired results can beachieved by 

provisioning virtual machines that cater bigger memory to run oversized functions. 

Read-heavy report engine 

Problem: Read-intensive applications are supposed to overcome downstream limits.  

Solution: Most frequently queried data can be catered through creation of specialized views that uses 

data caches. 

 

 

The Eventually Consistent  

Problem: To keep data consistent amongst services, one needs to replicate data between services. 

 

Solution: Trigger events based on changes done on the database based on earlier functions handled.  For 

instance, use database stream services such as DynamoDB stream in AWS. 

 

 

Timeout  

Problem: Although API gateways suit many requirements, its idle timeout – 29 seconds – is long enough 

for users  to consider it a bad experience for a given service in the gaming industry. 

Solution:  Most favored timeout is around 3-6 seconds. 

Communication Patterns 

To communicate between functions, the below set of patterns are used. 

Data Streaming 

Referred to in Gray Literature as” Stream and pipeline”,” I am “a streamer” and “Event Processor”, 

“Streaming Data Ingestion”, “Stream processing”.  

Problem: Continuous stream of data are supposed to be managed.  

Solution: For instance, Kinesis (AWS) contributes to handle and distribute large streams of data as a 

service. 

Issues: In Serverless, working outside the proprietary platform’s ecosystem would be difficult, should 

one choose to do so.  
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Externalized state 
In Gray Literature, this is known as “Share State”. 

Problem: In some scenarios, the state between the functions are to be exchanged. 

Solution: External databases are used to share the state by saving it. 

Issues: Higher latency overhead has been observed. Additional programming effort is required to 

resolve the cohesive coupling between the functions. 

Solution: For instance, it is possible to use any number of services to pipe data to a Kinesis stream. 

Kinesis can be used to aggregate the results of the large volumes of events or data that are captured 

through Continuous stream processor that distributes them to different data stores as fast as they 

arrive. AWS API Gateway can be used as a Kinesis proxy. 

 

 

Publish/Subscribe  

In Gray Literature this is called “The Notifier”:  

Problem:  Internal services (or APIs) are used to forward data. 

Solution: To distribute internal notifications for internal services, one has to use standalone topic in the 

message queue. 

 

Authorization Patterns 

The pattern below deals with user authorization problems. 

 

 

 

 

The Gatekeeper  

Problem: Authorize functions.  
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Solution: In this scenario, use a Gateway to create an authorizer function that processes the 

authorization header and returns the authorization policy. 

Valet key  

Problem: Handling the authorization, without routing all the traffic through a gatekeeper process.  

Solution: A token which is valid for a certain period and provides viable access rights. This serverless 

function grants access from a special authority by requesting it first. 

 

 

 

The time taken for the CPUs to communicate with each other and pass information can slow 

performance, impacting CDN quality of service. The percentage of communication between the CPUs is 

greatly reduced, resulting in higher overall performance. This was achieved through the present 

configuration of the I/O Optimized PowerEdge R640.  
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The table above shows the results of the bare metal and containerized tests conducted on both the I/O 

Optimized PowerEdge R640 and the standard PowerEdge R640. 

Conclusion 

This article described the most common platforms and technology used behind both server-full and 

Serverless offerings in Cloud and CDN as well as enhanced services using Edge Computing to mobile 

users. Few of the selected platforms were targeted with concern towards IoT, as most of them are 

pursuing CDN. It was thought-provoking to notice that many popular CDN providers presented edge 

support to increase the performances of web systems. While edge computing in CDN is still in the 

nascent stage, its significance has been realized by those academicians and practitioners wish to explore 

work on the possibility to deploy code as serverless functions. Now, Enterprises and Streaming service 

application owners have the ability to not only compose dynamic web pages on the edge, but also run 

part of its business logic.  

In forthcoming work, we plan to investigate and study those companies that adopted serverless and 

CDN solutions and benefited from these two technologies. We will also recommend when to use a 

mixture of the solutions or avoid them altogether.  
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